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TEXTO A - SUGGESTED ANSWERS 

The Origin of Chess 

 

Question A.1 

a) TRUE: “While most games are forgotten one decade after their invention, chesshas survived the 

test of time.” 

b) FALSE: “Its specific origins are difficult to determine, but most historians think thegame 

originated in India.” 

 

Question A.2 

Key ideas 

a) The 2020 Netflix series The Queen's Gambit was a success and, as many peoplewatched it, the 

number of games sold rose significantly. 

b) He considered that chess was invented in Iran because the game appeared in oldPersian 

books that were written before the Indian literature that also mentioned chess. 

 

Question A.3 

a) population 

b) gifted 

c) evidence 

d) rich 

 

Question A.4 

a) on / off ------- to start 

b) ago ------- has not released 

c) strongly ------- who 

d) Robert told me that Minecraft is the most boring videogame he has ever played. /Robert told 

me that Minecraft was the most boring videogame he had ever played. 

 

Question A.5 
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TEXTO B - SUGGESTED ANSWERS 

The Case against Energy Drinks is Getting Stronger 

 

Question B.1 

a) TRUE: “However, those who drank energy drinks were more inclined to say theyhelped them to 

do better in school or in sports, to focus and to stay up at night.” 

b) TRUE: “The promotion of energy drinks should be limited until independentresearch confirms 

their safety, particularly among adolescents.” 

 

Question B.2 

Key ideas 

a) The report studied how frequently teenagers drank energy drinks and how they feltto 

determine whether there was a relation between consuming these products andhealth 

conditions. 

b) Energy drinks companies state their drinks provide energy and activate the bodyand the mind. 

 

Question B.3 

a) difficulty 

b) appropriate 

c) link 

d) adverse 

 

Question B.4 

a) has not proven / proved ------- harmful / harmless 

b) was brought ------- by 

c) deciding ------- the best 

d) He asked me if / whether I enjoyed / enjoy drinking coffee after my dinner. 

 

Question B.5 
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